They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning
We will remember them.

Horndean At War

B

ased on the war time memories of Dennis Longhurst, born 1932.
Portsmouth and Southampton in World War 2 saw heavy bombing and the impact of the war on buildings and the
population at the time was severe. Horndean, by comparison, was a quiet rural area of small farms with perhaps 900
houses scattered around but as it turns out this did not mean the war passed Horndean and the surrounding area by. It
turns out that Horndean had its share of the action and misfortune of war including Doodlebugs, Landmines, Armaments, Plane
Crashes, Spies, Hidden Bunkers, Churchill, Massed Troops and some tragic losses of life.
The following account is based on the memories of Dennis Longhurst, a resident of Lovedean during the war, who was born
in 1932 and saw events unfold as a young boy and teenager. Dennis’ experiences are largely based around Catherington and
Lovedean. Horndean was ‘The Next Valley Over’, a long way in those days.
The Home Guard started off as the LDV - ‘Local Defence Volunteers’ and was largely made up of men who were outside of the
conscription age, or in reserved occupations. In its early days, the Captain Mainwaring style jostling for power was not far from
the truth and there were moody glances at the farmer and game keeper privates who had shotguns that the ranking officers did
not. Nonetheless many people joined up and everyone wanted to do their bit.

static site was in Crookhorn near Waterlooville. The mobile anti aircraft defences were Pom Pom guns which were pulled by big
Scammel lorries to a variety of different locations to confuse the German pilots. The trucks were based at Hinton Daubney and
Dennis recalls that the Officers lived in the house and the men in the stables and barns. They came out every night without fail
to shoot at the bombers.
Dennis recalls being at school during numerous air raid warnings. “It was Catherington School and the classrooms were dark
because the windows were blocked up on the outside with bricks to near the top. A sticky paste was smeared on the glass so if
there was a bombing it would not shatter if there was an explosion nearby. Flying glass was a real killer and a big worry. You
could hear the Cowplain air raid siren from the school. When we heard the Ack Ack, everyone would dive under their desks
until the all clear”.
The United Kingdom was hungry for resources and metal was desperately needed. Even if it came out of a German plane, it
was still metal. As a lad Dennis and his friends all used to collect shrapnel and take it to one of several organisations who then
sent it off for the Allied War Machine.
One night 15 blast bombs were dropped near Hinton Daubney. Dennis recalls they did quite a bit of damage. These really were
the stereotypical bomb shape. A big round end with fins. “We were pulling bits of fin and casing out of the mud and then found
a more intact fin. When we tugged it out, the bomb bit was still on the other end! Needless to say we ran away very fast. We
found Billy Woods, the Head Gardner and he called in the army who defused it the next day.”
German planes were not a rare sight in Horndean and at least 3 bombers and fighters crashed in the area after dogfights and anti
aircraft fire. Fortunately for one German pilot who parachuted into Blendworth a bounty specifying the need to capture airmen
alive had been brought in. This was in response to specific concerns that Allied air crews bailing out, could be lost to over eager
Home Guard troops keen to see if a Nazi pilot could ‘Take One Up Em’. For Dennis, this was just one of a few occasions
where he would come face to face with the enemy.
The pilot was found in Blendworth by a team of farm workers. They had hay forks and he was pretty well surrounded. When
Georgie Barge (the local Policeman) arrived the pilot was probably quite relieved to be taken into formal custody. The German
was marched into Horndean Village with his hands up. Dennis, with a group of similar aged youngsters, were of course
uncharitably unkind towards the captured pilot in ways that did not necessarily require translation to be understood. The pilot,
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Lancaster Bomber
billowed in the wake. “You
Churchyard, West Thorney. Another was a Junkers 88 which was shot down near Rowlands Castle with all crew killed. Home
would not believe how low
Guard troops were usually the first on scene and would guard the wreckage while regular troops were called in. There was
they were. The first one was running on 2 or 3 engines and had clearly been shot up. One of the air crew was hanging out of
always the possibility of finding maps and other useful intelligence, but also the risk of unexploded bombs, ammunition and fuel
the open door trying to get to fresh air away from the smoke inside the fuselage and the other two Lancasters were just the
so the wreckage needed to be secured until it could be searched and made safe.
same.
Dennis remembers one of these events very clearly. He was out with his Mother and a plane came in low across the fields and
trees. Smoke was billowing out of the engines and the rear gunner saw and waved at him. As it passed they noticed a black cross
This happened a few times as our bombers came back from a night raid.”
on the side and realised the gunner could easily have shot them both. Dennis later heard the plane had crashed in Rowlands
One of the many secrets of World War 2 was ‘Churchills Army’ or the Auxiliary Home Guard. These were special units that
Castle.
were formed and trained to act as guerrilla units in the event of a successful invasion. A network of underground bunkers
Some enemy aircraft losses were rather more grim. One large bomber came down at ‘Broadway Corner’ in a field behind
and stores was built to hide munitions and the units would go to ground before the Germans closed in. The team would
Shrover House (near the Lovedean solar farm). One of the crew bailed out and was caught up in the overhead power cables
leave their bunkers under cover of darkness and sabotage roads, bridges, vehicles and supplies. The hope was this would
which were the only ones around. Somehow he was still alive. John Parrot the farmer went to see what he could do but the
sufficiently slow down an invasion in order that regular troops could regroup and counter attack. Horndean, of course, had its
plane blew up as he got to the field. The crew of 5 were blown to bits, including the crewman hung up in the wires. The Police
own network of units. A local farmer was in charge of one of these and his team were a very close bunch. There were three
and Home Guard had a hell of a mess to clean up. Despite being the enemy, once dead they were still someone’s son and there
below ground bases that Dennis recalls, one of which nearly killed him and his friends. The first was in the woods near Shutts
was a job to be done.
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Every year there was a ‘Dig For Victory’ show which was held in the field next to the Home Guard Hut. “This was a major event
and everyone in the village took part.” There were races, best Rabbit, Cake and prized vegetable competitions as well as ‘Bowling
for a Pig’. Walt Moon regularly used to win the pig. Bob Westaway, one of the organisers, would find out how old the entrants in
the race were, and would give them a handicap. Billy Woods, the oldest Home Guard, would get a 10 yard head start. Billy could
run like a rabbit. He won the race every year. He was also a very good shot and won the shooting cup every time too.
The Catherington Home Guard were very active locally and used to hold maneuvers and exercises at the weekend. Dennis and
his friends often tagged along to see what was happening, which often resulted in sharing a welcome brew. At night the Home
Guard had a rota for the troop and would patrol the area and also man observation points and machine gun posts. One look out
point was on Glamorgan Road and this gave a very good field of fire over both valleys in Horndean and Lovedean. Laundry
Corner in Lovedean had a trench set into the bank and was a machine gun post. There was also a Lewis Gun in the hedging
at Catherington Hill. Other defences were located throughout the Parish. Along with the Auxilliary Home Guard which was a
much more secretive unit, the Horndean Home Guard was packed with a number of brave men and some very nasty surprises
just waiting for Adolf to turn up.
Horndean was not a target for the Luftwaffe and the bombs which fell here were usually from damaged planes where the pilot
did not want to crash-land with a full load, perhaps hoping to trade weight for maneuverability, or after raids where there was left
over ordinance the crew needed to drop before returning across the channel rather than taking the risk of a heavy landing with the
danger they might fall free and blow them up instead. Occasionally bombs were just dropped in error due to poor targeting.
Money was not spent on air raid shelters in the area and the community were left to protect themselves as best possible. The
nearest public shelters were towards Wecock Farm and air raid sirens were in Cowplain, but the siren could be heard here.
The main targets were of course Portsmouth, Southampton and the adjacent industrial areas. It must have been a moment of
apprehension for the daily commute to the dockyard, which many people in the Parish took, as they passed over Portsdown Hill
and saw the damage and dying fires from the night before.
Portsmouth was being heavily targeted by German Bombers and being so densely built up the death toll was rising fast. As the
bombing raids were now taking place almost every night families were starting to look at alternative accommodation and one of
the options was to travel out of Portsmouth at night to stay away from the city.
Some families from Portsmouth who could
afford to bought land in Horndean to
build shelters and shacks so they could live
in safety and also have an uninterrupted
nights sleep. One of these areas was in
Catherington Lith Nature Reserve where
over 150 plots were sold off at £50 each and
at least one Anderson Shelter remains there
to date. Bits of brick wall also poke through
the undergrowth where more robust refuges
have finally succumbed to the passage
of time. There is local folklore about an
eccentric old chap who lost everything
in World War 1 and had rebuilt his life
between the wars. He was convinced,
as was most of the population, that an
invasion was on the cards and built a shelter
deep in the woodland at Catherington
Lith. When fuel became rationed, he could
no longer run his car, so drove it to his
Map showing the individual plots in Catherington Lith Nature Reserve
woodland plot for the last time where he
destroyed and buried it “so Hitler could
not get it”. In 2009 this was proven to be true when the car was dug up as the land was developed, although the remains were too
corroded to identify the make.
Bulls Copse was another woodland community where several families built shelters, but on the 18th April 1941
the quiet safety of466500E
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the woodland would come to a tragic end.
Dennis describes one night when a German Bomber dropped 3 parachute landmines. “These could have been for the dockyard
but were blown our way in the wind”.
One of these landed half a mile from Dennis’ family home smack in the middle of Lovedean Lane badly damaging a terrace
of six houses and a pair of semi detached homes. Bassets Farm house was split from top to bottom and two thatched cottages
completely destroyed. About eight bungalows had their roofs blown completely off. An elderly couple had to be dug out from the
rubble in one of the terraced houses where they were found alive and well under what was left of the staircase that had protected
them so well. The second landed close by in a field.
Dennis was at home when the bombs landed. It was after dark and the family were in the kitchen. His Gran was sat by the stove
and his mother on the staircase. After an almighty explosion the ceiling dropped to the floor and the heavy solid oak back door
was blasted off its hinges and crashed into the kitchen table and stove. The back door was robustly built and the hinges were
made by a blacksmith out of heavy steel. His Gran, not normally the most mobile of folk, bolted across the kitchen away from
the carnage. She hated the old Range Cooker and when she saw the damage in daylight said “That was the only good thing Hitler
did”. Dennis’ home and the surrounding buildings had considerable damage with roof tiles stood up on end and shattered glass
everywhere. ‘It was a good time for the builders’ who were paid out of the war damage fund to help get people back on their feet.
Mud and debris were scattered over a 2.5 mile radius.
The third bomb landed in Bulls Copse, one of the woodland communities and immediately blew up. The crater was enormous.
Ivy and Sydney Jordan with their daughter Joyce and Henry Kimber of 8 Arthur Street, Buckland, Portsmouth were killed along
with Jack and Lily Riley who were from number 18 in the same street. It is possible to visualise groups of friends and families
from the same communities making decisions together and moving in groups, helping each other with luggage, shelter building
and community spirit. The previously safe woodland suddenly took on a darker feel.
Horndean did fight back though and the area was packed with anti aircraft defences. Some were fixed Ack Ack guns and the
biggest static site was behind the Bird in Hand pub in Lovedean, down some tracks behind the old Arrow Bakery. The next biggest

Copse and had two entry points. One in the woodland concealed
by shrubbery and the second exited into an old overgrown chalk
pit. The Army Engineers who built these were very cunning. They
constructed a hollow door in the side of the chalk pit and then
filled the door and frame with chalk and greenery so it would
blend in unseen. The Army cordoned the whole area off. No one
knew what they were doing and of course no one knew that the
final lorries to arrive were bringing several tons of ammunitions,
weaponry and explosives.
The other two bunkers were near Lone Barn, towards the Bat and
Ball pub. One which was more of a trench with some doors, and
the other was a larger underground chamber with 8 bunks and
bedding. The Home Guard team would sleep and cook in the
bunker, only leaving it to cause the greatest disruption they could.
Secrecy was of course the key to this. This 8 bunk bunker was dug
in the open by the Army and everyone was told it was a Water
tank or drain. No one knew it had an entrance at the time but, of
course, there was a group of local boys who would soon discover
the real purpose of this alleged sewer.
In the event of invasion it was clear that guerrilla action would
result in reprisals so the location and identities of the Home
Guard troop involved were not known. Dennis to this day will not
reveal their names. “In World War Two Britain we knew how to
keep secrets”.
These bunkers were not guarded as they were so well disguised.
Except, that is, to a group of lads who were looking for Wrens
Nests in the chalk pit. A beady eyed Dennis found a padlock
seemingly hanging off the chalk pit face. How curious. On further
investigation this led to a door which was forced open by the boys.
Call for ARP Volunteers
By now the battle of Britain had passed and the threat of invasion
had lessened. Inexplicably these stashes of armaments were often
forgotten and this was the case here. A young lad from Clanfield called Peter took some ammunition, a Bren gun and some
explosives. These ended up in the hands of another lad called ‘Gel’ Gelbally who managed to lose three fingers playing with the
Bren gun. Gel was an evacuee living at Tiplengreen Farm. Inevitably this drew the attention of the authorities who came along
and rediscovered the bunker. Many of the explosives and ammunition were unsafe and deteriorating, so the Army was called and
recovered what they could, then blew the rest up. “It made a bloody great big hole” Dennis recalls.
As to the boys, aside from the injury a few were sent to the Borstal. Dennis was possibly lucky to escape this punishment.
Inevitably Dennis and his friends discovered all three of the Auxiliary Home Guard bunkers, one of which was to become a
regular play space and the scene of a major fright. Throughout the war the military activities in and around Portsmouth were
of major interest to the Germans. We know from Operation Sealion the area was well surveyed to identify military assets, and
reconnaissance aircraft flew over looking for troop activity and armaments. Some of this was also from the ground.
“Yes, Spies!” Dennis repeated to me after my look of shock. “Loads of them!”
First there was a local man. He was a former Commander in the Navy who used to lodge by the Bird in Hand in a Flint Cottage.
Commander ‘M’ was suspected of flashing a light at German aircraft while they were flying over. This happened a few times; at
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Mercury (the military communications base) and also Hinton Daubney when important visitors were reported to have stayed.
Before long he was interred at a camp on the Isle of Mann. (Dennis’ mum charred for Hinton Daubney and Dennis is pretty sure
Churchill stayed at Hinton Daubney on some of his visits).
Then there was the tramp who was living in one of two derelict houses over by Berleigh. (The Berleigh Estate is the residence of
Tyrell-Drakes, descendant of Sir Francis Drake). He was often seen about on a bike, and one day was caught on Portsdown Hill
with a telescope and a sophisticated radio. A search nearby found an antenna in a tree. It was said he was taken off to the Tower
of London and that was that.
One family who worked on a farm had turned up just before the war. They taught German but fell under suspicion. At the start of
the war they were interred. An army lorry turned up at 5am and bundled them and their possessions into the lorry and took them
away. During this a two way radio was found.
Spies were not the only axis force people who passed through Horndean...
By now the threat of invasion was over and the Auxiliary Home Guard bunker with the camp beds was generally known about.
For a group of local lads it was, of course, a regular haunt and always worth a visit. Dennis recalls playing there often with his
friends but one occasion nearly frightened them to death.
The entrance to this bunker was dark, damp and narrow. The first lad lit a small candle and started down the dark steps to the
bottom where there hung a hessian curtain. The bunker, unlit and in war time Britain, was creepy even without the help of the
fertile imagination of a group of young lads. As the first boy slowly pushed aside the hessian curtain at the bottom of the steps
there was a sudden movement and a puff as someone blew the candle out plunging them all into darkness with this mystery
person. Despite near heart failure, the lads turned and ran setting the fastest unofficial land speed record. You will note from
previous accounts they were getting very good at this by now. After some frantic searching and explaining they returned with a
farmer who had a gun. He shouted down into the dark tunnel leading into the bunker challenging the mystery person to make
himself known. After a few moments and much to the surprise of the farmer who was convinced the boys had scared themselves
and were mistaken, an Italian with an orange POW circle stitched onto the back of his military tunic sheepishly came out with
his hands up. He was bundled to the ground and tied with his hands behind his back and ankles bound too.
Next he was heaved into the farmer’s van where one of Dennis’ friends sat on him during the drive to hand him over to the Army.
The nearest POW camp was in Bere Wood, just a few miles away between Denmead and Southwick. It was also a very large
Army encampment. After the Italian Surrender, the German POWs didn’t like sharing the camp with them and there were
very strong and unpleasant feelings between the two sides. Escapes did happen and German POWs occasionally turned up in
Catherington and the surrounding area.
As World War 2 was nearing its close, the Germans were progressing to newer and far superior technology, although thankfully
not in time to make a
difference. One of the
armaments in use was
the Doodle Bug, or V1
Rocket. These unmanned jet
propelled bombs were faster
than the Spitfires and as they
crossed the channel fighter
planes were sent out to
intercept them. These were
pretty good at disabling the
Doodlebugs, but when they
did, they then crashed to the
ground. At least one was
shot down in Horndean.One
Doodlebug, Dennis recalls in
particular, landed 75m away
from the Farmer Inn in the
fields to the rear in an area
known then as ‘The Park’
where there were a number
of mature oak trees. The
Doodlebug (or V1 Flying Bomb)
Doodlebug explosion split
an enormous oak tree in half before leaving a house sized crater and sods of earth scattered a good mile away. “The Doodlebug
had a terrible noise. It scared you. It was like an old Fordson Tractor with a rusty silencer and the engine wide open. When the
engine stopped you knew you were in real trouble”. One house near the Farmer Inn used to keep bees and the blast left the hives
in disarray as well as breaking windows and causing other damage. “It took some time to restore order and the bees were out for
revenge. Unfortunately the keeper got stung several times trying to put his hives back together.
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One of our local Home Guard units was based in Catherington in a hut by the Farmer Inn (it was not unusual for any Home
Guard unit to find a head quarters within easy range of a public house...) and was well served by local men who were ready to
fight the Germans once again. Jack Turner, the Landlord who was also a cattle dealer, undoubtedly saw the beneficial use of his
hut as a steady source of income behind the bar.
Dennis recalls some of the members of the Home Guard. “First there was Billy Woods. He was the Head Gardener at Hinton
Daubney and a crack shot with a rifle. Ed Ray, he was Mrs Prior’s Chauffeur at the Hinton Manor. Jack Wain, who had a
wholesale Green Grocers business in Portsmouth. There was Elliott too. He worked in the Dockyard and used to get the first bus
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in the morning at 5am after a night on patrol.” The younger members of the Home Guard were assigned to the rocket defences
at Southsea. Dennis recalls one exasperated young guard saying “You couldn’t hit the side of a battle ship with one of those
rockets”. Nonetheless, everyone did their bit with good humour and energy!

The crew were buried in the
field as best possible with a
stone to mark the spot. After
the war the memorial stone
and the remains were taken
to Germany. “We wanted to
have a look, but Georgie the
Policeman said to clear off and
when the local policeman said
something, you jumped to it!”
Not all aircraft that crashed in
Horndean were from the Axis
forces. On the 4th February
1945 a squadron of seventeen
DeHavilland Mosquito
Bombers from the Royal
Australian Air Force took part
in a raid behind enemy lines.
On their return to Thorney
Island in Sussex they were
split up and at least one lost
Pilot Officer Edward George Wicky DF. MID (courtesy of Carolyn Tozer) and its bearings and overshot the
aerodrome due to low cloud
Pilot Officer Osward Mountford DFC. MID (courtesy of Sue Lindsay)
on the journey back. It was
necessary to descend to get a
fix on their location, a very
risky business.
The flight path of PZ452 took
them up Merchistoun Road
before the wing of the plane
clipped a house and crashed
through the roof of the Parish
Hall at the end of Five Heads
road. The momentum of the
plane carried the roof across
a field and dropped it on the
A3. An intense fire started
setting off the rounds of 303
ammunition and 20mm canon
shells. Pilot officers Edward
Horndean Parish Hall. Note the repaired roof.
Wickey and Oswald Mountford
were both killed. This was just
a week after the pair were awarded Distinguished Flying Crosses. The site of the Parish Hall is now a car park.
http://www.aircrewremembered.com/wicky-edward.html
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The Battle of Britain was fought along the coast and dogfights were often fought out over the Hampshire Downs. Again,
Horndean and the air space above was no exception. Dennis was caught up in one of these when he was out ferreting on the
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Tanks on A3 in Horndean before D-Day
The timber from the tree was chopped up by locals and distributed amongst the people that needed it most.
The area was a hive of military activity, especially in the run up to D Day. Keydell house (now demolished) is just one of dozens
of buildings which were taken over in the war. It is said that senior German Prisoners of War were often taken into Keydell
House where ‘dark things’ occurred. One shocked eye witness recounts seeing Churchill, Eisenhower and Montgomery in the
grounds prior to D Day. “Who knows what plans they were discussing!”
In Clanfield, Rooks Farm became known as ‘Canadian Kitchen’ as Commonwealth troops accumulated here and also at Ham
Lane, Catherington. The Retreat House at the corner of Five Heads Road (Kings Court School) also became one of several army
camps. The Masonic Hall on Five Heads Road which was the TA building before the war started became a Drill Hall and also
a base for the Cadets which Dennis would later join. Just before D Day tanks lined the A3 from Catherington to Portsmouth,
hiding under any tree they could hang camouflage from.
Guns and Soldiers were everywhere and Horndean was not a quiet countryside place. “There was always something going on
and troops were based everywhere. We had a free reign as we were local lads. Hot army food was always on the go and our mums
never had to feed us. As kids we used to sit on the dispatch riders bike or in the cab of the lorries and (in our minds) we would
ride and drive for miles and miles fighting the Germans with the regular troops and Home Guard.”
Visit www.horndeanmatters.com and search for “Horndean At War”. Memories of Dennis Longhurst born 1932 now living in Cowplain.
Article researched and written by Guy Shepherd and Sara Schillemore and any further information to expand on these notes will be greatly
appreciated.

